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Abstract 

The quantity of data produced nowadays from all business realms —the big data, put alternatively— 

is enormous. It is anticipated that by half of next decade, the volume of worldwide data created will 

range 180 zeta bytes. With all voluminous data at hand there lies a huge opportunity to exploit it for 

companies to commercialize the outcomes of analytics. Nevertheless, numerous establishments are 

continuously pugnacious to preserve this data with the data upheaval, not having the exact awareness 

or ability to take benefit of this innovative prosperity. Furthermore, there are several conducts to 

excerpt the asses of all this information currently dumped, utmost of the corporations that weren’t 

intuitive digital may feel it a bit irresistible. This paper explores top five industries that are 

experiencing boom and opportunities for analysing data. This paper presents an insight into the 

technological trends in industry with reference to data analytics.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data analytics Research is in high demands in industry nowadays. The business worldwide is 

clenching data scientists because of their incomparable accomplishments. All global astronomic 

organizations are utilizing the powerlessness of customer data to intensify their deliverable, profits 

and they are on a pander of engaging data scientists who can pull out the worth of the most 

incomprehensible data sets. 

Therefore, data science aspirants have a bright future ahead of them if they acquire and excel in the 

area of data analytics, machine learning, statistics, data visualization & communication apart from 

other basic tools. However, this is only accomplishable if they are unsubtle about the industry you can 

be a priceless component of. Determining the starboard diligence is indispensable for drawing the 

peak profit of this line of work. Prosperity comes to those who have a trenchant imagination of where 

they want to perceive themselves in the forthcoming geezer-hood. Therefore, determining a tending 

industry and occupation will contour your non-recreational profile and cast your fate. This paper aims 

to explore top commercial enterprises worthy for data scientists as shown in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Top Industries for Data Analytics Researchers 
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It's a high time to be a data scientist to ingress the job market. That's reported by latest information 

from job sites. The recent reports state that, one amongst the apical job sites demonstrates a 29% gain 

in requirement for data scientists over the years’ time period a 344% rise since 2013. This is a 

melodramatic upswing.  However meanwhile, requirement in the form of employment opportunities, 

proceeding to outgrow aggressively, hunting by job aspirants equipped in data science emerged at a 

laggard gait of 14%, conveying a gap between supply and demand. 

Likewise, data from other sources display that the number of data science job postings on its sites as a 

magnitude of total posted jobs -- has inflated about 32% year over year, and the site reckons data 

science a "most-aspired accomplishment." reports illustrated that the job postings are from 

establishments in a wide variety of industries, not just areas of engineering and technology. 

The Latest studies demonstrates that there has been more than 30 % rise in insistence for data 

scientists every year and this rise has been consistently increasing since last 6 years. We have 

witnessed a theatrical turnaround. Nonetheless though call -- in the form of job opportunities, 

remaining to rise abruptly, hunt by job aspirants with expertise in data science raised at a sluggish 

speed of around 15%, signifying a gap between supply and demand. 

Correspondingly, statistics from technology web resources, studies displayed the number of data 

science job opportunities on several portals as a proportion of total displayed jobs -- has improved 

about 30% since last few years, and these resources deliberate data science a "altitudinous stipulated 

proficiency." These reports further state that these job opportunities are from industries in a extensive 

and far-reaching industries, and are not just limited to technology organizations. 

 

A. Healthcare and Pharmascutical 

A systematic and rigorous review that encompasses, the impact of big data analytics in healthcare 

system from the standpoint of various stakeholders has been apprehended [1]. This paper consciously 

reviews numerous state-of-the art research efforts in developing healthcare frameworks along with 

their pros and cons. The repercussion of various big data tools in bringing healthcare elucidations is 

emphasized. Constructing a profession in the healthcare segment is a subtle stuff. Therefore, if you 

choose to move in it, confirm that you are prepared to handle the data that could be associated to 

individuals fighting their battle with death. Consequently, occupied in this field is a public-spirited 

task to do and it is inessential to say you have to vigilant while scheming your data science approach 

to propose the most useful inferences to data problems. 

 

The province of healthcare attained its stimulus by the influence of big data subsequently the data 

springs convoluted in the healthcare establishments are eminent for their dimensions, diverse intricacy 

and extraordinary vitality. However the part of big data investigative techniques, platforms, tools are 

comprehended among numerous domains, their influence on healthcare society for employing and 

distributing innovative use-cases for impending healthcare solicitations demonstrates encouraging 

research guidelines. In the environment of big data, the accomplishment of healthcare applications 

exclusively relies on the principal architecture and exploitation of suitable tools as demonstrated in 

groundbreaking research endeavors. Unusual research experimentation has been carried out for 

growing application specific healthcare outlines that propose varied data analytical proficiencies for 

managing foundations of data fluctuating from electronic health records to medical images. In this 

paper, authors have offered innumerable investigative boulevards that happen in the patient-oriented 

healthcare system from the viewpoint of countless participants. Authors have also studied 

innumerable big data contexts pertaining to essential data springs, methodical proficiency and 

application extents. Furthermore, the consequence of big data apparatuses in emerging healthcare eco 

system is also explored. 

 

 

 

 

https://searchcio.techtarget.com/news/450431431/Job-searches-reveal-top-skills-for-tech-positions
https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/feature/The-most-in-demand-data-science-skills-you-need
https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/feature/The-most-in-demand-data-science-skills-you-need
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B. Telecommunication Industries 

In the progression of time, data science has evidenced its great cost and efficiency. Data scientists 

discover additional new-fangled methods to contrivance big data elucidations in daily life. Nowadays 

data is a energy desired for a efficacious corporation. 

Telecommunication establishments are not exclusion. Figure 2 explains vast opportunities. Due to 

these statuses, they cannot meet the expense of not using data science. Inside the telecom industry 

data science solicitations are extensively used to modernize the operations, to exhaust the possibilities 

of profits, to construct operative marketing and business stratagems, to visualize data, to perform data 

transfer and for many other cases. Significant accomplishments of the companies working in the 

telecommunication sector are powerfully associated to data transfer, exchange, and import. The 

volumes of data passing through various communication passages are getting greater every minute. 

Authors, attempt to present the most pertinent and well-organized data science use cases in the field of 

telecommunication.  

While the discussion on applications in telecom industry, there is an upcoming research area is 

studied [2], where multiple systems can be symbolized as networks or graph assortments of nodes 

linked by boundaries. The social configurations in these networks can be reconnoitered via graph 

theory through a method so-called social network analysis (SNA). This specialized technique is used 

to investigate interactions amid cooperating nodes which is a key to ascertain the configuration and 

dependence of entities or establishments. This method has currently developed a influential 

instrument to study networks in numerous zones like banking, Telecom, www applications, science 

and social networks. 
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Figure 2: Data Analytics Research Opportunities in Telecom 

 

C. Automotive Industry 

At the end of the former century, the car purchasing trends have ranged over the whole rondure. With 

other essential goods, the car has wrought not only the worldwide economy but drafted in what way 

billions of folks live. Europe automotive industry offers for coarsely more than dozens of million 

employments whereas more than 8 million in America and Japan [3]. 

The automotive industry has witnessed a drastic transformation; however it has preserved its influence. 

At present, cars – with revolutionary electric mechanisms or drive supporters – would have 

dumbfounded big giants like Ford, Mercedes, Porsche, and Toyoda.  
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There is a rigorous research effort [3] that was premeditated to respond the utmost vital interrogations 

as: 

 How the automotive market is has been progressing? 

 What are the impending constraints and prospects? 

 How automatize industry can en-cash from these innovative challenges and opportunities? 

 What are the repercussions for diverse market sectors? 

 

Machine learning and AI answers all the above listed questions! According to the survey [4], General 

Motors’ Intelligent scheme deploys machine learning to renovate prototyping. The proposed 

architecture was lately verified with the sample design of a seatbelt bracket component, which 

resulted in a single-piece design that is half the lighter and double the stronger than the previous 

scheme. 

 

Furthermore, one renowned automotive spare parts manufacturing company has implemented 

intelligent virtual simulation software to produce 5,000 miles of automobile test statistics per hour, 

which in fact in practice consumes a month for manual efforts. 

D. Internet Industry 

The quantity of data produced nowadays from all internet based industry realms, also recognized as 

big data is enormous, encircling data congregation, data investigation, and data execution process. 

Since several years, big data analytics inclinations are fluctuating, from a conventional methodology 

to corporate-obsessed data attitude, comprising agile skills and an enlarged emphasis on progressive 

analytics. Commercial initiatives are necessary to implement the correct data-driven big data analytics 

inclinations to remain forward in the antagonism [5]. 

 

Formerly, big data was principally installed by big companies, who could spend capitals for the 

technology and sources utilized to gather and evaluate the information. Today the opportunity of big 

data analytics is transformed towards to business innovativeness and therefore they depend on big 

data for intelligent business intuitions. This has headed to big data growing at an extraordinarily fast 

speed. The paramount model of the evolution is big data in the cloud which has commanded to even 

trivial industries captivating benefit of the newest skill movements. 

 

The everlasting flow of information is treasure to the corporate, but it can also be a dare to enticement 

actionable visions from a bulky data puddle of data which may be amorphous. Though with these 

obstructions, there’s no repudiating for the fact that big data proposals are still incredible openings for 

progress. This paper hereby explores the “trending” Big Data Analytics Developments that will be the 

dialogue of the technology ecosphere in 2019 and beyond. 

 

In recent age of computing, establishments are concentrating on the improved consumption of 

technology and enduring to scope-up with global business demand. Such competition is acting as a 

driving force for its business to cope-up the data which created each second. This data is required to 

analyse, visualize and categorized with evidence which is required for its business evolution model.  

The Predictive Analytics (PA) [6] utilizes several algorithms to discover diverse data patterns in bulky 

data that may recommend the well-organized performance for business resolution. This paper delivers 

a theoretical prediction method for data using extrapolative investigation to make the most of the 

accomplishment ratio for treating hefty dataset.  

 

Now, diverse skill-sets like cloud computing, SOA, are composed transmuting information 

technology but sequentially, are causing other difficulties to the data processing. Owing to such 

developments in technologies, it can be noted that it needs hasty and energetic data investigation for 

structured and unstructured data. 
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As shown in figure 3, It can be seen that the top trending data analytics opportunities are Predictive 

analytics, Dark data, CDOs in demand, Quantum Computing, Open Source development and Edge 

Computing [7].  The Internet of Things (IoT) is a spirited comprehensive information network 

comprising of Internet linked things, such as radio frequency recognitions, sensors, and actuators, 

along with other gadgets and smart utilizations that are fetching attention as an essential constituent 

part of the Internet.  

 

Over the past years, the world has witnessed an overabundance of IoT applications creating their path 

into the industry merchandise. Context-aware infrastructures and calculations have frolicked a 

perilous part during the past few ages of pervasive computing and are likely to show a substantial part 

in the IoT model too. Authors scrutinize a diversity of prevalent and state-of-the-art IoT solutions in 

the form of context-aware technology viewpoints.  

In addition, prominently, authors assess these IoT recommendations exploiting a outline that 

developers could build from place to place as renowned context-aware computing philosophies. This 

literature survey is envisioned to assist as a recommendation and a theoretical agenda for context-

aware invention or expansion for investigation in the IoT architype. It correspondingly offers an 

orderly examination of prevailing IoT deliverables in the market and for emphasizes an amount of 

theoretically significant research guidelines and inclinations. 

 

Currently world is observing the formation of the data-centric discipline as a novel technical model, 

that is creating a excess quantity of innovative openings for methodical and high-tech developments. 

The data is emerging as the foremost strength in today’s knowledge and expertise. Inappropriately, a 

momentous quantity of obtainable and warehoused data is almost un-utilized nowadays.  

 

This unused data is identified as a dark data [8]. With this preview, this section firstly elevates the 

cognizance of the prospects that are discovered with the dark data consumption in corporations and 

establishments, by giving an indication of the emphasizing technologies, suggesting a practice and 

demonstrating sample missions that exploit the dark data in the IoT field.  

 

This research presents the recent movements and methodologies associated with dark data in the IoT 

field. First and foremost, to exploit the paybacks, of dark data centric discipline and machine learning, 

one is required to get admittance and employ all obtainable data. Any machine learning algorithm 

requires voluminous data that could either be collected through an application or identify existing data 

as a dark data.  

As per the latest drifts in science and technology, corporations essentially backs up enough data as 

likely, and then they discover a technique to practice this data imaginatively and inventively that will 

bounce them a crucial benefit.  

. 
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Figure 3: Top trends for Data Analytics in Internet Industry 

 

Quantum computers assure histrionic expansions in our capability to professionally crack 

characteristically stubborn computations stretching from cryptosystems, to the replication of quantum 

systems, to optimization and machine learning problems. Contemporary development in the quantum-

computing systems has been thoughtful, with demos of 53-qubit predicament, developments in 

conventional replications of quantum systems, and developments in the algorithms and software tools 

compulsory to program these devices.  

 

Notwithstanding these improvements, countless challenges continue transversely the complete 

quantum compute stack to accomplish the eventual potentials of quantum computing. Revealing 

results to some of the world’s most stimulating problems will need an accessible quantum-computing 

system; every layer of the stack needs breakthrough modernizations to allow scaling to millions of 

qubits and beyond, from the applications, algorithms, and software to the govern and hardware 

devices.  

 

The system is not merely limited to the quantum computer; advances in quantum networking and 

communication are also looked-for. Besides whereas quantum computers are a encouraging 

computational accelerator, developer’s interpretation of applications that can be enhanced today via 

quantum-inspired algorithms executed on established hardware is also succeeding. 

 

2020 will watch extra permitted data and software implementations to turn into accessible on the 

cloud. Minor administrations and companies identical will gain profit the most of this data leaning in 

2020. Open source investigative languages comprising R, that is related to statistical computations 

and graphics has gotten a enormous acceptance recognition to the open source upsurge [9]. 

E. Edge Computing 

Lately, with the explosion of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the extensive dissemination of wireless 

networks, the number of edge devices and the data produced from the edge have been budding hastily. 

International Data Corporation (IDC) statistical forecast, the worldwide data will cross 200 zeta bytes 

(ZB), and maximum data engendered by IoT will be managed on the edge of the network by 2025 

[10]. It is further predicted by IDC that additional 150 billion devices will be coupled universally by 

next five years.  
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With this preview, the central handling approach equipped on cloud computing is not effectual to 

process the data spawned by the edge. The centralized dispensation archetypal uploads all data to the 

cloud data center through the network and controls its Powerful computing ability. It is required to 

disentangle the computing and storage complications, which empowers the cloud amenities to 

generate economic reimbursements?  

 

Edge computing gets together, IoT, big data, and mobile computing into an assimilated and pervasive 

computing platform. The competence presented to distribute on-demand computing authority at the 

edge and the capability to process the gigantic extent of data approaching from a copious of 

campaigns and sources offer a massive stimulus to artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Giant companies like Volkswagen manufactured its specific speech tools crew to conquest unvarying 

communication with vendors, whereas, Škoda is deploying self-directed drones for assessment at its 

factory. The technology perceives, categorizes and tallies vacant containers at regular time intervals 

and communicates the data it collects to logistics department for dispensation. 

 

The Automotive industry has completed reasonable advancement when it comes to Data Analytics 

implementation. Undue investigation has made way for an additional established and premeditated 

approach. Nonetheless there is numeral of techniques that the industry can rush. It can instigate by 

concentrating on extraordinary-advantageous use cases that are feasible to scale, backed up by 

dedicated investment, operational governance, a policy for developing the required abilities, maturity 

of enterprise IT and data rehearses. Through treatment of these magnitudes, automotive stakeholders 

can turn data analytics into a powerful engine of growth. 

 

To obtain and hold present progressively endowed clienteles, corporations are required to connect the 

intuitions in their data to customize experiences at gauge. Roles of Data scientists are vital in spinning 

the gigantic volume of data corporations apprehend into accomplishment. They've always been in 

high mandate, but until lately, merely huge initiatives and numeral communities were enthusiastic to 

make the momentous speculation. Now, practically one and all are involved. 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

The  advancement of AI and machine learning may also be an influencing parameter in the histrionic 

upsurge in call for data scientists. To be fair enough to state, majority of job opportunities happen due 

to labelling. Voluminous businesses perceive data scientists as the key to implementation of AI or 

machine learning, which are the most recent technologies out there. Regrettably, the truth is data 

scientists are solitary a trivial chunk of an establishment's AI stratagem, Data engineers who fathom 

where data exist in and what it comprises are too indispensable, as are DevOps specialists who can 

functionalize a machine learning model at gage. 
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